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The National Aerospace Initiative 
Mr. Paul F. Piscopo 
Special Assistant to the Director, Defense Research & Engineering 
for the National Aerospace Initiative 
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 NAI is a synergistic effort between DoD and NASA that will help DoD 
achieve its goal of transforming the military through rapid 
advancement in aerospace capabilities by: 
  – effectively merging air and space 
  – spurring innovation in critical high technology areas 
  – reinvigorating the U.S. aerospace industry 
 
 Through ground and flight demonstrations, NAI will:  
– Achieve sustained hypersonic flight to Mach 12 by 2012 and beyond 
– Achieve affordable and responsive space launch 
– Accelerate advanced capabilities for on-orbit space systems 
– Provide numerous potential “off-ramps” to nearer term applications 
– Excite the high-technology science and engineering workforce for the future 
 
  NAI will enable capabilities never-before available to the warfighter:
  – Long-range supersonic cruise missiles 
   – Hypersonic strike/interceptor missiles 
   – A family of long-range hypersonic strike/reconnaissance aircraft 
  – Air-breathing space access 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- What is NAI? -- 
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Commission on the Future of the 
United States Aerospace Industry 
Top-Level National Recommendations 
 
 Transform the U.S. air transportation system to efficiently, 
safely, and securely accommodate an evolving variety and 
growing number of civil and military aerospace vehicles. 
 
 Reform U.S./multilateral regulations and policies to enable the 
movement of products and capital across international borders 
on a fully competitive basis, and establish a level playing field for 
U.S. industry in the global market place. 
 
 Implement a new business model, driven by increased and 
sustained government investment and the adoption of innovative 
government/industry policies, designed to promote a healthy and 
growing U.S. aerospace industry and stimulate the flow of capital. 
 
 Establish a national aerospace policy and promote aerospace 
by creating a government-wide management structure, including 
a White House policy coordinating council, an aerospace 
management office in OMB, and a joint committee in the 
Congress. 
 
 Immediately reverse the decline in, and promote the growth of, 
a scientifically and technologically trained U.S. aerospace 
workforce. 
 
 Boldly pioneer new frontiers in aerospace technology, 
commerce, and exploration. 
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Commission on the Future of the 
United States Aerospace Industry 
NAI-Relevant Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
 
 The Federal Government should significantly increase its 
investment in basic aerospace research.   
 
 An aggressive and sustained investment is needed in (the 
hypersonic flight) arena, with the objective of overcoming the 
critical technical barriers of high-speed flight and providing the 
demonstrations necessary to validate the operational feasibility 
of hypersonic systems. 
 
 The Commission supports the joint DoD and NASA National 
Aerospace Initiative objective of achieving Mach 12 capability by 
2012.  This initiative should begin as soon as possible. 
 
 The NAI will develop/demonstrate a portfolio of critical 
technologies that will enable the achievement of many common 
DoD and NASA goals. 
 
The nation would benefit from a joint effort by NASA and DoD to 
significantly reduce the cost and time required to access space. 
 
The Administration and Congress should direct NASA and the 
DoD to coordinate R&D efforts in areas of common need and 
provide the appropriate funding for joint programs. 
 
 The DoD, NASA, and Industry must partner in innovative 
aerospace technologies, especially in the areas of propulsion and 
power. 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE  
 -- Strong DoD / NASA Cooperation --  
• NAI Endorsement Letter from NASA Administrator O’Keefe to 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz (January 10, 2003) 
 
– “… unqualified support of your efforts to launch the National 
Aerospace Initiative” 
 
– “we have been working collaboratively … to create an integrated 
program plan and structure that jointly develops and demonstrates 
… critical technologies” 
 
– “This is an important effort to DoD and NASA – and the Nation” 
 
– “… we will properly resource our support within the NASA budget 
submission in FY2005 and beyond.” 
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Knowledge 
Speed Agility 
Lethality 
 Transformation Attributes 
 DDR&E Transformation Technology Initiatives 
– National Aerospace Initiative 
– Surveillance and Knowledge Systems 
– Energy and Power Technologies 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- A Transformational Technology -- 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- The Value of Speed -- 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE  
-- USSTRATCOM SUPPORT --  
 SENATOR ALLARD:  
     How important would you say conventional munitions are 
today in carrying out your stratcom (ph) mission and how 
important do you think they might be say 20 years from 
now?  
   
 ADMIRAL ELLIS:  
     Well, sir, as we have established ourselves on the first of 
October and begun the creation of a nascent global strike 
capability, as you know that's one of the four previously 
unassigned mission areas that has come to the United 
States strategic command. That obviously involves 
conventional weapons, as does the capabilities that are 
embedded in what is called Department of Defense 
information operations. But as to the future, we see a 
need and an opportunity indeed to pursue advance 
conventional capabilities through, across that full 
spectrum, kinetic and non-kinetic.  
  
     We believe that by partnering closely with the services, 
the agencies, defense threat reduction agency, DARPA 
(ph), the advanced development organizations and 
laboratories, as well as the National Aerospace 
Initiative and other capabilities that are beginning to take 
form, that they, these advance conventional capabilities 
will be an increasingly significant part of the planning and 
capabilities that fall under our purview. They're 
absolutely essential for our future. They were a part of 
the assumptions that were implicit in the nuclear posture 
review and we certainly appreciate your support of these 
efforts to develop such capabilities.  
EXCERPT FROM SASC – STRATEGIC FORCE  
SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING (04/08/03) 
* UCP 1 Signed by President Bush, 7/30/2002 
**UCP 2 Signed by President Bush, 1/10/2003 
USSTRATCOM 
 MISSION ASSIGNMENTS 
• STRATCOM/SPACECOM 
   Merger 1 October 2002 * 
 
• Support to New Strategic Triad 
(Deterrence) 
  
• New Mission Assignments** 
- Global Strike 
- Information Operations 
- Integrated Missile Defense 
- Global C4ISR  
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Technology Framework -- 
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NAI Goal:  Mach Number per Year to 2012 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- High Speed / Hypersonics History -- 
Hypersonic Component 
Technology Development and  
Ground Demonstrations 
NAI 
Hypersonic System 
Technology Development 
and Flight  Demonstrations 
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“Short Life” “Long Life” 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Technology Development Approach --  
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Turbine 
 Engines 
Aircraft & Missiles 
•  Today  
•  Mach 0-3 
Combined Cycle Engines (Cruise)  
 - Hydrocarbon / Hydrogen 
   Powered Scramjets 
Hypersonic Interceptor 
•  Long-Range/100,000 ft Cruise 
•  Mach 10+ 
Mid-Term 
LRC
Combined Cycle Engines (Accelerator) 
 - Hydrogen Powered Scramjets 
Access to Space 
• Responsive/Flexible 
• Mach 8-12 
Far-Term Near-Term 
LRC
Fast Response Standoff Weapon 
•  Rapid Response 
•  Time-Critical Targets 
•  Mach 5-8 
Hydrocarbon  
Ram / Scramjets 
LRC
NAI HIGH SPEED / HYPERSONICS 
-- Engine Combinations / Capability Off-Ramps --  
Rapid Strike / Recce Aircraft 
•  Rapid Global Response 
•  Mach 5-10 
2002 2008 2025 2016 
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Hyper X 
    HyFLY 
2003       2004       2005       2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015 
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Single Engine M 4- 7   
Mach 15 Interceptor 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- High Speed / Hypersonics Roadmap --  
3 3 
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Responsive Payloads 
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HYFLY 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- HYFLY Technology Development Status --  
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2 
(Navy/DARPA) 
Ground Testing 
Began - May 30, 
2002 
  
Full Scale, Fully 
Integrated – 80 Tests 
   
Data gathered at Mach 
3.5, 4.1, 6.2, 6.5 
   
Altitude 55kft and 
95kft 
 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- HYFLY Ground Tests --  
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Objective: 
Schedule: 
Performer: 
NAVAIR; NAWC-WD China Lake 
NAVAIR; NAWC-AD Pax River 
Transformational Payoff: 
DCR powered hypersonic flight demonstration 
 11 flights, 8 powered 
• Mach 6 sustained cruise, 600 nmi 
• Submunition dispense demonstration 
Descend and 
Decelerate 
Deploy BAT/Surrogate 
Boost, Acceleration and Climb 
Mach 6.+  
90,000 ft Cruise 
Integrated Engine 
Tests Heavy Wgt 
 
Integrated Engine 
Tests - Flt Wgt 
 
Submunition 
DispenseSled/Flt 
 
Mach 4 Flights 
 
Mach 6 Flights 
               02    03    04    05    06    07    08 
• Affordable High Speed Strike Weapon 
• Rapid Response: Long Range Standoff (600 
NM in 10 min) to defeat time sensitive targets 
• Deeply Buried Targets: Terminal Velocity to 
4K fps 
• Heavily Defended Targets:  Highly survivable 
High Mach/Altitude trajectory 
• Navy/AF compatible vehicle configuration 
• Flexible trajectory capability permits optimal 
speed range trades (Mach 6 to 600 nmi; 
Mach 4 to 800 nmi) 
 
2 NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- HYFLY Strike Weapon --  
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“Short Life” “Long Life” 
Capabilities 
Demonstrations 
Flight Regimes 
Army Shock Tunnel 
• Mach 10 Hydrogen Engine  
Ground Test / 50+ Test Runs 
• Mach 12 Hydrogen Engin  
Ground Test / 20+ Test Runs 
5 
Scramjet Powered Munitions 
 Self-sustaining thrust at 8,100 
ft/sec during 240 ft flight 
 Demonstrated structural 
integrity by in-flight X-ray 
 
Army Research 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Mach 15 Technology Development Status --  
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5 
Scramjet Powered Munitions 
 Self-sustaining thrust at 8,100 ft/sec during  
  240 ft flight 
 
 Demonstrated structural integrity by  
  in-flight X-ray 
 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Scramjet Powered Munitions Free Flight --  
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“Short Life” “Long Life” 
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 Mach 10 Jan 2004 
10 Seconds Powered 
15 Minutes un-powered Aero 
7 9 NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- NASA Technology Development Status --  
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Technology Framework -- 
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Common System 
Attributes 
Rocket or Airbreather 
 
 
• “Aircraft-Like” Ops 
• Reliable & Maintainable 
• Supportable & Operable 
• Responsive 
• Alert Capable  
• Rapid Turn Time 
• Autonomous Operations  
• Minimal ground crew  
• Low cost  
• Minimal facilities 
• CONUS launch / recover 
• Low operations cost 
• Responsive Space Access  
• Rapid Global Reach 
2015 2025 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Space Access -- 
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Phase III - 2025 
• Sustained 12 Hr Turn 
• 1,000 Sortie Airframe 
• 500 Sortie Propulsion & Systems 
• Marginal Sortie Cost $1M 
• Reliable (1/5,000 Sorties) 
• Most Weather (Cat 3) 
• Reduced Weight (DMF) – 15% 
• 24% Payload Fraction (3X) 
 
Phase II - 2015 
• Sustained 1 Day Turn 
• 500 Sortie Airframe 
• 250 Sortie Propulsion & Systems 
• Marginal Sortie Cost $5M 
• Reliable (1/2,000 Sorties) 
• Weather Tolerant (Cat 2) 
• Reduced Weight (DMF) – 10% 
• 16% Payload Fraction (2X) 
2000 2008 2025 2016 
Mid Term 
Phase I - 2009 
• Sustained 7 Day Turn 
• 250 Sortie Airframe 
• 100 Sortie Propulsion & 
Systems 
• Marginal Sortie Cost $10M 
• Reliable (1/1,000 loss rate) 
• Weather Sensitive (Cat 1) 
• Low Weight (DMF) – SOA 
• 8% Payload Fraction  
 
 Near Term 
BASELINE 
Shuttle, 
DC-X, X-33, SLI Far Term 
NAI SPACE ACCESS GOALS 
-- Potential System Payoffs --  
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HC Boost H2 Boost 
MIS/CAV 
SMV 
Operations 
$6B+ Past Tech Investment 
NAI SPACE ACCESS 
-- Technology & Development Roadmap --  
               MNS AOA 
New 2nd 
Stage 
Commercial    Space 
Shuttle IOC 
Cargo Only 
Crew 
IOC 
NGLT 
System Acquisition 
IOC FOC 
NASA 
ORD 
Airframe 
Flight 
Subsystems 
National 
Aerospace 
Initiative 
Continuing S&T Advancement 
               IOC 120 Day Study 
Propulsion 
FOC 
Payloads 
                 Y-Vehicle Flight Test 
        Follow On X-Vehicles Flight Test X-42 
DOD 
Field Repair/
Spares Distribution
Depot/Support
Infrastructure
Maintainer
Operations
IVHM
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NAI 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE 
-- Technology Framework -- 
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• High bandwidth 
end-to-end 
• Realtime Engagement 
NAI SPACE TECHNOLOGY GOALS 
-- Responsive Payload Emphasis -- 
• Air-to-Air Laser Comm 
• Air-to-Space Laser Comm 
• Space-to-Space Laser Comm 
• Space-to-Ground High Datarate RF 
• Programmable Multi-Band Sat Comm 
• Bistatic Engagement 
• Joint Hyperspectral Capability 
• Real-Time ISR Fusion 
• Large Inflatable 
Antenna (100m) 
• Realtime Space Control Ops  
• Space Protection Testbad 
• Electric Laser in Space 
• Rapid Reconstitution of Space Capabilities 
• Ground-to-Air Laser Comm 
• Direct Theater Downlink and Uplink 
• Programmable TT&C 
• Airborne ISR 
• National Assets 
• Fused Collections 
• Large Inflatable 
Antenna (30m) 
• Autonomous and Proximity Ops 
• Predictive Space Situational Awareness 
• Rapid On-Orbit Checkout 
• Rapid Payload Processing 
• High Altitude Airship 
• High ISP Microsat 
2000 2008 2025 2016 
Mid Term Near Term Far Term 
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NAI SPACE TECHNOLOGY GOALS 
-- Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance -- 
MEO HSI 
LEO SBR 
MEO SBR 
Near Term (FY03 – FY06) 
• Airborne ISR 
• National Assets 
• Fused Collections 
Mid-Term (FY07 – FY10) 
• Space ISR Experiments 
• Real Time Fusion 
• Space-Air Bistatic  
         Engagement 
Far-Term (FY11 – FY20) 
• Space ISR Constellation 
• Real Time Engagement 
• Multi-INT Experiments 
Transformation: 
Persistent, Global ISR  
for the Warfighter 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACE INITIATIVE  
-- Conclusion -- 
• Advancing U.S. Aerospace Capabilities is Critical for 
National Security, Civil, and Commercial Sectors 
• Space Architecture Options Would Increase if Access 
to Space was Responsive, Flexible, and Affordable 
• Leap-Ahead Technologies are Developed for High 
Speed Strike, Space Access, and Space Missions 
– Emphasis on Rapidly Advancing Technology, Flight 
Tests, and Technology Demonstrations 
– Stair Step Approach Provides “Off-Ramps” for 
Fielding Systems 
• NAI is an Integrated, National Approach to Sustain 
American Leadership in Aerospace   
28 
To Find Out More About NAI 
Go to our website at 
http://www.dod.mil/ddre/nai/  
